SMART MOTION DETECTION SENSOR

Product Details

Smart Motion Detection Sensor
•
•

A more cost-effective alternative to imagine’s smart door/window sensors, the Smart
Motion Detection Sensor can detect movemet within a single room up to 7 meters.
This device will update customers within 5 seconds of any movement within a
household, and can be programmed to interact with other smart devices from
Imagine, such as providing notifications on movements through the Tuya/Smart Life
app, or can interact with other Tuya/Smart Life devices, to automatically switch on a
light when movement is detected.

Specs
App Name

TuyaSmart

Battery

3V CR123A lithium battery

FAQ
General FAQ

If I already have a WiFi door or window sensor, should I still consider purchasing the
WiFi PIR sensor?
The WiFi door/window sensor is great for a single point of entry or exit into a home, but it
can become quite costly for home occupants that have multiple windows or doors. The PIR
Sensor uses infrared to detect the movement of bodies in a room, that provide a more costeffective alternative.
We don’t recommend the sensor for families that have cats or other pets that freely roam
around a home, as the sensor may unnecessarily alert movements.

If I install the WiFi PIR Sensor in my home, how do I get it to interact with other smart
devices that I have purchased from Imagine?
The WiFi PIR Sensor can send signals to the Smart Switches, or smart lights, or even the
Alexa speakers that have been included in your Smart Life bundle. For example, if you install
the WiFi PIR Sensor in your entrance lobby, together with the WiFi Smart Lightbulb, you can
program the lightbulb to automatically switch on, once the PIR Sensor detects movement.
Please note that since this is WiFi based, there is a response of 4 to 5 seconds to react.

